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Access Free The Dinosaur That
Pooped Daddy
As recognized, adventure as without diﬃculty as experience very nearly lesson,
amusement, as with ease as covenant can be gotten by just checking out a book
The Dinosaur That Pooped Daddy with it is not directly done, you could take
even more around this life, all but the world.
We have the funds for you this proper as capably as easy way to get those all. We
allow The Dinosaur That Pooped Daddy and numerous book collections from ﬁctions
to scientiﬁc research in any way. along with them is this The Dinosaur That Pooped
Daddy that can be your partner.

KEY=POOPED - CARNEY STONE
DADDY!
Red Fox Picture Books The perfect Father's Day gift for cheeky dads! A very funny
short Dino story in board book format with just 12 pages, this book is a wonderful
introduction to the series for very young children. Count down from 10 to 1 with
Danny and Dino as they look for Daddy's hiding place. But, wait, what's that
rumbling in Dino's tummy? "A work of genius" The Bookseller on The Dinosaur That
Pooped Christmas

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED A PLANET!
Simon and Schuster A hungry dinosaur in space eats Danny's space ship, and
Danny must ride the dinosaur back to Earth.

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED CHRISTMAS!
Aladdin Danny and Dino celebrate Christmas in the latest Dinosaur That Pooped
story by Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter of the English pop punk group McFly.
Danny wants everything for Christmas. But what he gets is a dinosaur, a very hungry
dinosaur. Danny’s new dino eats up all of Christmas, but as we all know, what goes
in must come out. Danny is about to have the most explosive Christmas of his life!
There’s poop, presents, and prehistoric creatures in this festive feast! With a strong
moral about the dangers of being greedy, The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas! is
sure to be become a modern Christmas classic.

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED THE PAST!
Random House Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of
BBC's Strictly Come Dancing, Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie Poynter!
When playtime on Gran's old swing sends Danny and Dinosaur accidentally looping
back through time to the Jurassic age, there's no knowing what might happen.
Especially when the swing breaks and there's the rumble of a volcano ready to
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erupt! Can Danny and Dinosaur make it back to the future with their new dino
friends? A Jurassic classic from the bestselling creators of The Dinosaur that Pooped
a Planet!, The Dinosaur That Pooped Christmas! and The Dinosaur that Pooped a
Princess!

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED A RAINBOW!
A COLOURS BOOK
Red Fox Danny and Dinosaur spot a rainbow in the sky. Join them as they learn
about the colours they can see.

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED A PIRATE!
Random House Discover the pooptastic world of Dino and Danny, from star of
BBC's Strictly Come Dancing, Tom Fletcher, and McFly bandmate Dougie Poynter!
Danny and Dinosaur sailed out to sea on a ship that was crooked and old. With a
map in Dan's hand of a faraway land, where a pirate had buried his gold . . . So
begins this hilarious, swashbuckling adventure for Tom Fletcher and Dougie
Poynter's much-loved characters Danny and Dinosaur! This poop-ﬁlled extravaganza
is brought to life by the preposterously talented illustrator Garry Parsons, and the
brand new sea-shanty rhythm is perfect for reading out loud. Join Danny and Dino on
this rollicking, rhyming delight, packed with action and adventure, pirates and
peril...plus some very silly surprises! A brilliant book for children new to this
ridiculously funny picture book series, and a fun new reading experience for all those
who loved: The Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet
The Dinosaur that Pooped the Past The Dinosaur that Pooped the Bed The Dinosaur
that Pooped a Princess

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED A LOT!
Red Fox Picture Books Meet Danny and Dinosaur. They're best friends, but
Dinosaur has a problem - he just can't stop eating. And we all know that what goes in
must come out . . . Find prehistoric creatures, planets and POOP in this explosive
tale.

THE CHRISTMASAURUS AND THE WINTER WITCH
Penguin UK The spellbinding sequel to Tom Fletcher's bestselling magical
adventure, The Christmasaurus. 'She is the best-kept Christmas secret of all,'
whispered Santa Claus. 'Which is surprising, because Christmas itself would not exist
without her. She is older than time itself, yet still as young as tomorrow. She is
known only as the Winter Witch.' One year has passed since William Trundle's
incredible adventure with the most extraordinary dinosaur: the Christmasaurus.
Now, William is swept back to the magical North Pole, where he meets the
mysterious, icy Winter Witch - whose power to control time allows Santa Claus to
make the long journey all around the world every Christmas Eve. And when they
learn that the fate of Christmas itself hangs in the balance, William and the
Christmasaurus must work with the Winter Witch to protect it... Full of magic and
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music, humour and heart, and a friendship like no other, The Christmasaurus and the
Winter Witch is the most enchanting Christmas read for the whole family by Tom
Fletcher, star of BBC's Strictly Come Dancing

MY DADDIES!
Penguin UK A funny, heartfelt board book championing same-sex parents, inclusive
families and the magic of reading! Set oﬀ on a series of incredible adventures with
an adorable family as the stories they read burst into fantastical life. Battle dragons,
dodge dinosaurs, zoom to the moon and explore the world in a hot-air balloon,
before winding down in a wonderfully cosy bedtime ending. The bouncy, rhyming
read-aloud text is brought to life by bestselling, award-winning illustrator Garry
Parsons, illustrator of The Dinosaur that Pooped series. 'This rhyming picture book
celebrating same-sex parents is a gentle and sweet read . . . a wonderful celebration
of adoption and the diﬀerent shapes a family can take!' BookTrust

THE YES
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing A great, orange thing called the Yes leaves his cozy
nest and sets out for a Where he must reach, but he is surrounded by swarms of
Nos, ﬂimsy creatures that try to stop him every step of the way.

I LOVE MY DADDY
Hachette UK I love my daddy, yes I do, He's very kind - and funny too. Playing,
cooking, singing, snuggling . . . Spend special time with Dad in this joyful, rhyming
picture book, brimming with love and silliness! With a gentle, rhyming story and
bold, bright illustrations, this is the perfect celebration of the special relationship
between father and child - perfect for sharing on Father's Day and all year round!
From the bestselling author of Giraﬀes Can't Dance, Giles Andreae. 'Simple but
touching' - Daily Mail A Sunday Times Top-Ten Bestseller!

THE CREAKERS
Penguin UK Lucy Dungston has woken up to ﬁnd all the grown-ups in her town have
disappeared. Lucy's friends are thrilled there are no more grown-ups. They're
running wild! They're building roads of trampolines, and eating cereal for every
meal. But Lucy wants her mum back, and nothing is going to stop her. Even if it
means having to venture into the strange, upside-down world of the mysterious
monsters under her bed... And the upside-down world isn't the most hygienic of
places . . . __________ Tom Fletcher's bestselling story is packed with amazing
illustrations by the disgustingly talented Shane Devries. It's the perfect spooky (and
slightly gross) tale for Halloween! Praise for The Creakers: 'A stonkingly good novels
for the over-sevens . . . gleeful descriptions of malodorous underworld creatures, it's
both a compelling adventure and a nuanced celebration of friendship and family
love' The Guardian 'The illustrations are stunning and the storyline is full of twists
and great ideas' R Patterson, Toppsta Reviewer '10 out of 10 bum trumps!' Guﬀ the
Creaker
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BABY'S BIG BOX OF LITTLE BOOKS
OTTER AND OWL SET SAIL
LEVEL 1
Zonderkidz The friends make a sailboat in Otter and Owl Set Sail, but there’s one
problem—it doesn’t sail, even when they blow into the sail and sing sailing songs.
Level two readers will learn that they themselves don’t have the power to do all
things, but can call on the one who does.

BRAIN FREEZE: WORLD BOOK DAY 2018
Penguin UK A little girl discovers that eating ice cream from her grandfather's old
ice-cream truck gives her the power to travel through time, in this brilliant, funny
and heartwarming story from bestselling author Tom Fletcher.

THERE’S A MONSTER IN YOUR BOOK
Penguin UK From the bestselling author of The Dinosaur That Pooped and The
Christmasaurus. A monster has invaded the pages of this original and super-fun
bedtime picture book! Children need to read aloud and follow the interactive
instructions to help free the pesky monster by tilting, spinning and shaking their
book. After all that fun, there is a calming wind down end- perfect to send your own
little monster oﬀ to sleep. Perfect for little fans of The Very Hungry Caterpillar and
Julia Donaldson.

OUT OF MY MIND
Simon and Schuster Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant,
impatient ﬁfth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will
allow her to speak for the ﬁrst time.

MY DADDY IS A SILLY MONKEY
PEPPA PIG: GEORGE AND THE DINOSAUR
Penguin UK George's favourite thing in the entire world is DINOSAURS! All George
and his friends want to do is play with dinosaurs. So, when Mummy Pig and Miss
Rabbit take them to hunt for dinosaur fossils at the beach they know it's going to be
the best day ever! But no one expects George to ﬁnd an entire dinosaur hidden in
the rocks- George is a proper dinosaur expert!

NAUGHTY NARWHAL
Scholastic UK From the creators of Unicorn and the Rainbow Poop comes Naughty
Narwhal - the cutest (and naughtiest) narwhal you'll ever meet! Narwhal is the most
mischievous, naughty little creature in the sea. Wherever she is, she's always up to
something. One day, Narwhal sees all of her friends having a party and realises they
didn't invite her, because she'd been so mean to them. But does Narwhal feel bad?
No, Narwhal feels ANGRY! Oh no - what will Narwhal do? And will she ever face up to
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her naughty behaviour? This warmly funny picture book about friendship and
kindness is perfect for all children.

THE BAD GUYS EPISODE 5 & 6
Scholastic UK They sound like the Bad Guys, they look like the Bad Guys... and
they even smell like the Bad Guys in this fully illustrated, laugh-out-loud adventure.
Mr Wolf and his bad, bad buddies are getting ready for an out of this world
adventure. Will they come back down to earth? And, if they do, will they survive
what's waiting for them? Should you panic? Should you cry? NO! Just sit back and
watch the fur ﬂy as the world's baddest good guys take on two new adventures.

DADDY, PAPA, AND ME
Tricycle Pr A baby makes paper airplanes, bakes a pie, and has a tea party with his
two loving fathers. On board pages.

I LOVE YOU, DADDY
Little Bear is ready for some grown-up adventures at least, Daddy Bear things so.
But they soon discover that Little Bear needs a helping hand. And who can help out
better than Daddy Bear? Read along in this fun and playful story, I Love You, Daddy,
written by Jillian Harker and beautifully illustrated by Kristina Stephenson. I Love You,
Daddy celebrates the bond between children and their father with this wonderful
story and beautifully illustrated book. Hardcover picture book perfect for special
reading time together. This charming story is perfect for your storytime rotation!
Vibrant illustrations and easy-to-read text makes this a perfect story for young
readers to practice reading aloud as they get older. Great gift for showers, births,
Fathers Day, birthdays, or any special day to celebrate fathers all year long! The I
Love You series from Parragon is a wonderful collection of books. Look for all titles
available including Mummy, Daddy, Grandma, and Grandad to share the experience.

RENT A BRIDESMAID
Random House Being a bridesmaid is all I've ever dreamed of . . . Tilly can’t believe
it when her best friend Matty is asked to be a bridesmaid. In Tilly’s favourite
daydream, she’s wearing the most beautiful bridesmaid dress and walking down the
aisle behind a bride. The one wedding she’d really love to attend is her own mum
and dad’s - but it seems like that's never going to happen. So Tilly decides to make
her own dream come true, and puts a notice in the local shop, advertising her
services as a bridesmaid. And to her amazement, she gets a reply . . . A fabulous,
funny and moving story about ﬁnding family and friendship in all sorts of places,
from the mega-bestselling author of Tracy Beaker, Hetty Feather and Katy.

THERE'S A TROLL ON MY TOILET
Scholastic UK From award-winning tv correspondent Catherine Jacob, and
bestselling illustrator of Sproutzilla vs Christmas Mike Byrne, comes this super
spooky and super fun picture book. In a spooky house, at the top of a hill, something
funny's going on... A PARTY! So grab your witch's hat, watch out for the icky sticky
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green slime, and get ready for a frightfully good time. Because this is one haunted
house that you will love exploring.

TOO DARK!
A&C Black

LIFT OFF DAY
Carlton Publishing Group

MY DADDY ATE AN APPLE
So what happens if you eat an apple with a green worm inside? Not just any worm, of
course, but a fuzzy one, a buzzy one, a great big fat juicy one! Children will love this
story about Daddy Zebra's trip to hospital-and the surprise ending!

HANS AND MATILDA
Matilda is a very good girl. She likes to sit quietly and read or water her ﬂowers.
Hans is very naughty - he makes too much noise, squirts people with his water pistol
and daubs graﬃti When Hans lets the animals out of the zoo, a reward is oﬀered for
his capture. Matilda tells the police where he will be.

SOMETHING FOR DADDY
Random House Bing Bunny is a loveable, feisty new pre-school character, created
by Kate Greenaway-shortlisted illustrator Ted Dewan. Bing takes on pre-school
challenges such as getting dressed, eating your breakfast and going to the park in
his own inimitable style. He is a modern pre-schooler and, in Ted Dewan's exciting
new artwork style, has a freshness and friendliness that is both appealing and
diﬀerent from anything else on the market. Bing Bunny: Something for Daddy sees
Bing making a picture with lots of sticky goo, colours, sparkly things and paper. Just
when things look like they're ﬁnally going OK, Bing stops for a snack and puts down
his lovely present for a moment. But where is it? What's happened to it? Uh-oh.
Making Something for Daddy - it's a Bing thing!

THE DINOSAUR THAT POOPED HALLOWEEN!
Puﬃn Join Danny and Dino for a POOPTASTIC Halloween - the ﬁrst story in a brand
new lift-the-ﬂap series! Danny and Dino had been trick-or-treating, and now they
were full of the sweets they'd been eating. They'd eaten a lot, but they still wanted
more... "Come on!" said Danny, "Let's try one last door!" On a quest for more
halloween sweets, Danny and Dino accidentally stumble into a haunted house. Soon,
they're surrounded by all kinds of spooks - witches, ghosts, and vampires galore!
Can Dino's quick thinking and rumbly tummy save the day? This new series is the
perfect introduction to the world of Danny and Dino, featuring four large lift-the-ﬂaps
which uncover a whole host of hidden surprises! The poop-ﬁlled adventure is written
by bestselling author duo Tom Fletcher and Dougie Poynter, and brought to life by
the preposterously talented Garry Parsons. More POOPTASTIC adventures- The
Dinosaur that Pooped Christmas! The Dinosaur that Pooped a Planet! The Dinosaur
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that Pooped the Past! The Dinosaur that Pooped the Bed! The Dinosaur that Pooped
a Princess! The Dinosaur that Pooped a Pirate! For younger readers- The Dinosaur
that Pooped a Rainbow! (A Colours Book) The Dinosaur that Pooped Daddy! (A
Numbers Book)

THERE'S AN ELF IN YOUR BOOK
Penguin UK A festive interactive adventure from bestselling author and star of
BBC's Strictly Come Dancing, Tom Fletcher! GOLLY GUMDROPS . . . A LITTLE ELF HAS
FOUND THEIR WAY INTO YOUR BOOK! What does Elf want? Oh! Just to see if you've
been naughty or nice this year! Elf will ask you a few simple questions to ﬁnd out.
And surely there won't be any tricks to try and get you to be naughty . . . will there?
Hmmm, this could be quite a tricksy little elf. You'd better keep your wits about you
if you want to make it on to Santa's Nice List! A fantastically fun and uniquely
interactive treat from the creators of There's a Monster in Your Book. Discover a
wonderful new Christmas tradition in a book to read again and again. Also available:
There's a Monster in Your Book There's a Dragon in Your Book There's an Alien in
Your Book

THE CHRISTMASAURUS
TOM FLETCHER'S TIMELESS PICTURE BOOK ADVENTURE
Penguin UK Bestselling author Tom Fletcher has re-invented his beloved Christmas
story The Christmasaurus as a rhyming picture-book adventure for younger readers
to enjoy - now in paperback! Santa and his reindeer live as north as you can go, in a
place that's full of magic (and quite a lot of snow!). But Santa and his reindeer do not
live there on their own, for there's a special dinosaur that also calls it home . . . The
Christmasaurus wants more than anything to be able to ﬂy, and help pull Santa's
sleigh across the sky on Christmas Eve. But ﬂying turns out to be much harder than
he thought, even with Santa's help! One special Christmas, however, he falls down a
chimney and meets a dinosaur-obsessed little boy who teaches him the magic of
believing . . . With Shane Devries' breathtaking illustrations, a pitch-perfect, readaloud rhyming text and two magical surprise gate-fold pages, The Christmasaurus
Picture Book is the perfect Christmas gift.

WHERE'S THE BUNNY?
It's nearly Easter, but the chocolate eggs are missing. In this magical search-and-ﬁnd
book, follow the Easter Bunny on a journey through Fairyland as she goes on an egg
hunt.

WE'RE STUCK!
Scholastic Press When Turtle races into the lift of Building 24, there is a nod and a
blink and a step to the side. A grunt and a sigh and a lean to the right. But what
happens when the lift stops moving? Crocodile has a meeting to get to. And Giraﬀe
has a doctors appointment. And Turtle really, really needs to get to the shop.
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DADDY LOVES ME
5-Minute Stories Portrait Padd "My daddy says he loves me, he says it every
day, but he doesn't have to say it, I know it anyway." Join a little bear as he thinks
about all the reasons why he knows his daddy loves him, from holding hands and
helping to build sandcastles to exploring together and being comforted at night.

DINOSAUR PET
Some kids have puppies or cats. But in this entertaining new picture book and CD, a
little boy cherishes something even bigger and better - his own dinosaur! With its
witty lyrics, amusing illustrations, and a catchy irresistable tune on the CD, kids will
be reading, singing and dancing along.

CYR
THE STRONGEST MAN IN THE WORLD
Auzou Follow the adventures of larger-than-life, kind-hearted Louis Cyr, the world's
strongest man!

CHICKEN LITTLE: THE REAL AND TOTALLY TRUE TALE
Scholastic Inc. If you like Mo Willems’ Pigeon, you’ll love Sam Wedelich’s Chicken
Little! Who are you calling little?"In this clever spin on the classic tale... empathy
ends up saving the day, and the moral (don't believe everything you hear; check the
facts) is broadcast loud and clear." -- The Horn Book"Whimsy reigns in Wedelich's
debut picture book... A spry readaloud that will entertain adults and listeners in
equal measure." -- Publishers WeeklyChicken Little is NOT afraid of anything. Well,
okay, maybe a mysterious BONK to the head can produce panic. But only
momentarily. It's not as though she meant to send the barnyard into a tailspin,
thinking that the sky was falling. How ridiculous! But can she calm her feathered
friends with facts and reason?A timeless favorite becomes a clever cautionary tale in
this FUNNY, fresh, and timely picture book debut by cartoonist, Sam Wedelich!

THE DANGER GANG
Penguin UK The electrifying number one bestselling adventure from the author of
The Christmasaurus and The Creakers and star of BBC's Strictly Come Dancing Tom
Fletcher! Franky can't wait to move to his new town - although he wishes he didn't
have to leave his best friend Dani behind. But everything changes after the storm,
when strange green lightning and powerful thunder crash down on the town. From
that night on, the kids who live on Franky's street start to change. One by one, they
become a little odd. A little unusual. A little... magical. Franky's always wanted to be
part of an amazing gang - just like his hero, super-spy Zack Danger! And soon, he
realises that there's real danger in store for himself and his new friends. And so the
Danger Gang is born...
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